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Abstract

In this paper I make the case that formal characterisation of
large conceptual vocabularies does not require the specifica-
tion of large numbers of axioms but can be carried out pri-
marily in terms of definitions. Axioms should be confined
to describing the logical properties of a relatively small core
of primitives. I examine some technical meta-logical notions
and theorems relating to definitions and definability and show
how these are relevant to the concerns of ontology construc-
tion. I give some results that generalise Tarski’s definability
theorem to make it applicable to a much broader class of the-
ories. I consider what primitives are necessary to formulate
a theory of the physical world and specify a definitional re-
duction of concepts relating to ‘matter’ to purely geometrical
concepts.

Introduction
Ontologies in which a large proportion of the terminology is
introduced by means of definitions are nothing new. Indeed
definitional languages, such as description logics (Doniniet
al. 1996; Calvanese, Lenzerini, & Nardi 1998), have re-
ceived much attention in the AI literature and powerful algo-
rithms for reasoning with them have been developed. Nev-
ertheless, it seems that the full power of the definitional ap-
proach for organising large conceptual vocabularies has not
yet been fully embraced. Sometimes the distinction between
a definition and an axiom is blurred and concepts which
could be introduced purely by definition are also subject to
axioms. The result is ontologies with very large numbers of
axioms involving concepts at all levels of abstraction. For
instance OpenCyc is advertised as containing “60,000 as-
sertions about 6,000 concepts, interrelating them, constrain-
ing them, in effect (partially) defining them.”1 I am not the
first person to suggest that this proliferation of axioms seri-
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1CYC itself has even more axioms expressing additional logical
and commonsense ‘rules’.

ously threatens integrity and maintainability. Moreover, un-
certainty about whether concepts are fully defined or only
partially constrained means that such an ontology must be
regarded as incomplete.2

In this paper I propose a methodology for ontology con-
struction and analysis in which definitions play a central
role. The next section outlines the general principles of this
methodology and the reasons one should adopt them. I then
examine some fundamental theoretical tools for the analy-
sis of definitions and definability culminating in Tarski’s de-
finability theorems (Tarski 1956). Since that theorem only
applies directly to a somewhat narrow class of theories I
go on to develop some generalisations of the original the-
orem which make it relevant to a much broader spectrum
of theories and thus better suited to the analysis of formal
ontologies in general. Armed with these tools I illustrate
the application of the definitional ontology to an ontology
of the material world. Contrary to what one might expect, I
show that ‘matter’ can (in a formal sense) be defined from
purely geometrical primitives. I then gives some concluding
remarks about the problems and prospects of my approach.

Definitional Methodology
This paper argues for a methodology for constructing KR
ontologies in which axioms are only applied directly to a
small core of primitive concepts and the rest of the vocabu-
lary is introduced purely by definition. More specifically, I
propose the following principles:

1. Ontologies should be based upon a small number of
primitive concepts.

2. These primitives should be given definite model-
theoretic semantics.

3. Axioms should only be given for the primitive concepts.
4. Categorical axiom sets should be sought.
5. The remaining vocabulary of the ontology (which may

be very large), should be introduced purely by means of
definitions.

Few Primitives. Classical developments of axiomatic the-
ories typically formulate axioms in terms of a small num-
ber ofprimitiveconcepts and then introduce further concepts

2It should not be inferred that I do not like CYC. In fact there
great deal about it that I do like.
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my means of definitions. For instance there are many works
on establishing primitives for geometrical theories (Tarski &
Beth 1956; Robinson 1959; Royden 1959). Most structures
studied in mathematics, even though they display an enor-
mous richness in the concepts that can be used to describe
them, can be concisely axiomatised using only a handful of
primitives (often only one) and seldom more than a dozen
axioms. A similar approach has sometimes been adopted in
AI research. The work of Schank (1975) aimed to reduce all
commonsense concepts to structured combinations of con-
ceptual primitives. Research in qualitative spatial reasoning
has also often focussed on primitives and definitions (Ran-
dell, Cui, & Cohn 1992; Gotts 1994; Bennettet al. 2000;
Bennett 2001)).

However, in ontology construction economy of primitives
has not tended to be a priority. Though ontologies do often
contain a lot of definitions they also tend to contain large
(sometimes very large) numbers of undefined concepts. The
reason for this is perhaps that ontology builders are not suffi-
ciently aware of the huge expressive power of certain funda-
mental concepts and of the conditions under which one con-
cept can be reduced to a purely logical combination of oth-
ers. Also the advantages of minimising primitive sets may
not be fully appreciated. Though having few primitives is
not in itself a virtue, it can, as I argue below, lead to massive
benefits in terms of the feasibility of constructing complete
and consistent axioms sets.

Model Theoretic Semantics. In the KR literature, spec-
ifying concept meanings has often been approached as a
problem of axiomatisation (Hayes 1985). Once one is satis-
fied that an adequate set of axioms has been given one can
say that the class of models satisfying a theory gives a se-
mantics for the concepts involved. Hence, semantics is de-
rived from axiomatisation. This methodology contrasts with
that typically employed by modern mathematicians, who
tend to give models (i.e. set-theoretic structures) a more pri-
mary role, with axioms often being formulated after a model
or set of models is already specified. One reason for this is
that a wide range of structures (geometries, topologies, etc.)
have already been studied in great detail and their axiomati-
sations are well understood.

In taking a definitional approach to ontology we shall typ-
ically find ourselves dealing with primitives that are of the
fundamental and highly expressive kind that mathematicians
tend to be interested in. Hence we will normally be able to
take advantage of pre-existing axioms sets which can func-
tion as components in a more general formalism. There will
still be much work to do in assembling these components
into a whole that can serve as a semantics for a compre-
hensive ontology. Because the consequences of axioms are
extremely hard to establish, the assembly of a complex se-
mantics is best carried out initially in terms of model theory
and only once this is successful should one attempt to spec-
ify axioms.

Only Axiomatise Primitives. In ontologies such as CYC,
large (often extremely large,c.f. (Guha & Lenat 1990))
numbers of ‘axioms’ are stored in a knowledge base. How-
ever, if we adopt a definitional methodology, we need only

be concerned with axiomatising core primitives from which
all other concepts are defined. If the set of primitives is kept
to a minimum, the number of axioms required may be dras-
tically reduced compared to an equivalent theory in which
concepts that are definable are also involved in axioms.

The advantage of keeping axiom sets small will be obvi-
ous to anyone who has experience of automated reasoning,
or indeed anyone who has been concerned with any kind of
manipulation or maintenance of large amounts of complex
information. The smaller the axiom set, the easier it will be
to ensure correctness and consistency and to prove that the
axioms have other desired properties.

One might contend that there is no real advantage in
adopting a definitional approach, since we will still have to
maintain a large set of definitional formula in order to cover
the same vocabulary. However it should be appreciated that
definitions are much easier to maintain than axioms. Incor-
rect axioms are extremely dangerous, since their effects are
very hard to contain. A mistake in one axiom can easily
affect a very large class of inferences or even render the
whole system inconsistent. But incorrect definitions are sig-
nificantly less of a problem. A faulty definition may incor-
rectly model some intuitively understood concept and lead
to undesired inferences, but it cannot introduce any actual
inconsistency. Moreover, the effects of definitional mistakes
are more localised: problems arising from a bad definition
will spread only to concepts that are defined (either directly
or via other intermediate definitions) in terms of the incor-
rectly defined concept.

It is worth stressing that limiting axioms to formulae in-
volving only primitive concepts does not mean thatcom-
pletenessof reasoning with non-primitive concepts is in
any way compromised. On the contrary, if one can estab-
lish a complete axiomatisation of the primitives, the logical
properties of non-primitive concepts will then be inherited
through their definitions, so that no additional axioms will
be required.

Of course for many applications involving reasoning with
an ontology it may be extremely useful to store valid formu-
lae that involve non-primitive concepts. These may facilitate
inference at the right level of abstraction and using a natural
conceptualisation of a particular problem domains. It may
also be useful to store large amounts of inference related
information such as predicate subsumption lattices and re-
lational composition tables which can support easily imple-
mented (though limited) inference mechanisms. However,
from the point of view of ontology construction, these prob-
lem orientated formulae should be regarded astheoremsor
lemmasnot axioms.

Categorical Axioms. A theory is categorical if all its mod-
els are isomorphic. While very important to mathematicians,
this notion is seldom considered in the context of KR theo-
ries. In KR, formal theories tend to have a class of models,
some or all of which are the “intended” models. As long
as all formal axioms accord with the intended meanings of
non-logical concepts, all intended models will be included in
the set of formal models. This will ensure that logical rea-
soning is sound with respect to the intended interpretation.



However, if (as may well be the case) the axiomatisation
does not fully capture the intended meanings of concepts,
then the intended models will correspond to a proper subset
of the formal models. If this is the case there will be en-
tailments that hold in all intended models but are not valid
for the whole set of formal models — so reasoning will be
incomplete.

Lack of categoricity is often taken as an inevitable and
harmless feature of theories that deal with contingent facts:
different models correspond to different possible states of
the world. This interpretation of non-categoricity is natural
for many purposes. However I believe it can be method-
ologically dangerous because the modelling of contingency
(which is intended) and the incompleteness of an axiomati-
sation (which is not intended) are then both manifest in the
same phenomenon: multiplicity of models. If we are con-
cerned with establishing semantic completeness it is much
better to differentiate these phenomena by modelling con-
tingency explicitly — for instance by means of some kind
of possible worlds semantics. Within such a framework,
semantic completeness can be unambiguously equated with
categoricity. Dealing with theories which are or are intended
to be categorical will also enable some useful meta-logical
tools relating to definability to be brought into play.

A further apparent advantage of categorical theories is
that, because of their unique models, they seem to facilitate
effective use of model building techniques as an alternative
to theorem proving (as advocated in e.g. (Halpern & Vardi
1991)).

Extending Vocabulary by Definitions. The bulk of an
ontology constructed along the lines I am recommending
will consist of definitional formulae. These, would typically
be arranged in a hierarchical structure, with fundamental
primitives defining mid-level concepts and these in turn be-
ing used to define more and more specific vocabulary. This
design is in fact very similar to the way in which existing
large ontologies are organised. The difference is that exist-
ing ontologies do not confine primitives and axioms to the
most basic layer; they often introduce large numbers of addi-
tional undefined concepts and auxiliary axioms at higher lev-
els of the hierarchy. In this paper I suggest that once the ex-
pressive power of fundamental concepts is fully recognised
this proliferation of primitives will not be necessary.

The Meta-Theory of Definability
The theory of definability presented in this section is adapted
from Tarski’s 1956 paperSome Methodological Investiga-
tions on the Definability of Concepts, with some slight mod-
ifications to notation. In the following section I will demon-
strate some generalisations of the principal definability re-
sults.

Categoricity and Montransformability
The most important meta-theoretic concepts in the theory of
definability are categoricity and monotransformability.

Definition 1 A classical theory (i.e. a set of classical formu-
lae) iscategoricalif and only if all models of the theory are
isomorphic.

Definition 2 A classical theory ismonotransformableif
given any two isomorphic models of the theory there is a
uniqueisomorphism between them.

Monotransformability of a theory is equivalent to the con-
dition that for every model of the theory, the only automor-
phism on the domain that preserves the denotations of the
non-logical symbols is the identity transform.

Definition 3 A classical theory isstrictly categoricalif it is
categorical and monotransformable.

Definition 4 A classical theory isweakly categoricaljust in
case it is categorical but not strictly categorical.

Theories that are weakly categorical are those that have
some kind of symmetry or self-similarity in their models.
For instance, consider a categorical theory ofn-dimensional
Euclidean point geometry based only on the 4-place equidis-
tance primitivexy = zw. Though all models of this theory
are isomorphic, there are many possible mappings between
two models. This is because the structure is highly self-
similar: it is invariant under transformations of translation,
rotation and scaling.

But it is very simple to augment such a geometry to get a
strictly categorical theory. What we need to do is add some
extra constants that enable us to fix a specific coordinate sys-
tem within the space. For example, in the 2D case we might
add constantsco, cx and cy denoting respectively the ori-
gin point and the points lying at a unit distance from the
origin along thex and y axes. We then add the axioms:
cocx = cocy and RA(cx, co, cy), whereRA expresses the
relation holding between three points that form a right-angle
(this relation is definable from equidistance). The resulting
theory is nowstrictly categorical because once we equate
the denotations ofco, cx and cy in one model with those
in another, the mappings of all other points are completely
determined.

Though they do not appear to be commonly considered,
it is certainly possible to construct theories which are mono-
transformable but not categorical. Such theories have multi-
ple non-isomorphic models but all of these are free of sym-
metry. For example, start with a 2-dimensional3 Euclidean
geometry without a fixed coordinate system and add three
point constant symbols:a, b, c. Add axioms to ensure that
these points are linearly independent but apart from that
leave their geometry indeterminate. Clearly the resulting
theory is not categorical since there is a model for every as-
signment of linearly independent points to the constantsa, b
andc. However, all these models are free of symmetry since
the identity mapping is the only transform on the domain
that will preserve the denotations of all non-logical symbols
including the ‘point labeling’ constantsa, b andc

Definability and Conceptual Completeness
We now come to the formal definition of definability and
the key theorems which tell us when a concept is definable
within a theory and under what circumstances a theory can
be augmented with new undefinable primitives.

3Similar examples exist for any dimensionality.



Definition 5 The meta-functionsVoc(ψ) and Voc(Θ) de-
notes the set of the non-logical symbols occurring in respec-
tively in the formulaψ and the theoryΘ.

Definition 6 ∼= is a polymorphic equivalence relation which
can hold between constants, functions or relations (where
symbols of the latter two types must have the same arity).
According to the type of its arguments∼= is interpreted as
follows

• (a ∼= b) ≡ (a = b)
• (f ∼= g) ≡

∀x1 . . . xn[f(x1, . . . , xn)) = g(x1, . . . , xn)]]
• (P ∼= Q) ≡ (P ↔ Q)
• (R ∼= S) ≡

∀x1 . . . xn[R(x1, . . . , xn))↔ S(x1, . . . , xn)]]

Definition 7 A possible definitionif a non-logical symbolσ,
which is called thedefiniensof the definition, is a formula of
the form

∀x[(x ∼= σ)↔ Φ(x)] ,
whereΦ does not contain any occurrence ofσ.

Definition 8 A non-logical symbolσ is definablewithin a
theoryΘ in terms of vocabularyV if and only if there is some
possible definition∀x[(x ∼= σ)↔ Φ(x)], whereVoc(Φ) ⊆
V andΘ |= ∀x[(x ∼= σ)↔ Φ(x)].

Note that this form of definitional formula is in general
2nd-order, since the universal quantifier ranges over denota-
tions of the the definiensσ, which may be a predicate or re-
lation. For practical purposes we shall usually be concerned
with 1st-order definitions:

Definition 9 1st-order definitional formulae take one of
the following forms, depending on the type of symbol de-
fined:

• ∀x1 . . . xn[R(x1, . . . , xn)↔ Ψ(x1, . . . , xn)]
• ∀xy1 . . . yn[(x = f(y1, . . . , yn))↔ Ψ(x, y1, . . . , yn)]
• ∀x[(x = c)↔ Ψ(x)]

Thedefinienda(terms defined) by such formulae are respec-
tively: the relationR, the functionf and the constantc.
The expressionΨ(x1, . . . , xn) is called thedefiniens. A 1st-
order definitionis any formula of one of the above forms in
which the definiendum does not occur in the definiens.

Happily, if we are dealing with a 1st-order theory, we can
be sure that any definable symbol can be given a 1st-order
definition. This is guaranteed by Beth’s definability theo-
rem:

Theorem 1 For every 1st-order theoryΘ, a symbolσ is de-
finable in terms of symbols{πi} within Θ just in caseΘ
entails a 1st-order definition ofσ with only non-logical sym-
bols from{πi} occurring in its definiendum.

The notion of definability allows us to identify subsets of
the vocabulary of a theory which can be taken as ‘primitive’
concepts:

Definition 10 A primitive vocabularyfor a theoryΘ is a set
S ⊆ Voc(Θ) such that all symbols inVoc(Θ) are definable
within Θ from the symbols inS.

Definition 11 A minimal primitive vocabularyfor a theory
Θ is a primitive vocabulary forΘ of which no proper subset
is also a primitive vocabulary forΘ.

Now we come to and important meta-theoretic notions
that give us a handle on the definitional power of theories.

Definition 12 A theoryΘ isconceptually complete4 iff there
is no categorical theoryΘ′ such thatΘ ⊂ Θ′ andVoc(Θ′)
contains at least one symbol that is not definable withinΘ′
in terms of the vocabularyVoc(Θ).

So a ‘conceptually complete’ theory is one of which no
categoricalextension contains any new concept that is not
definable (in the extended theory) from the vocabulary al-
ready present in the original theory. Note that if we dropped
the restriction of considering only categorical extensions
then no theory would be be conceptually complete: it is al-
ways be possible to add extra undefinable terms to a theory
if we don’t care about exactly specifying their meaning.

Though conceptual completeness is concerned with defin-
ability in categorical extensions of a theory it is still a useful
notion for theories that we do not intend to axiomatise up
to categoricity. Given that any categorical axiomatisation of
a new concept within a conceptually complete theory would
entail a definition, it will normally be more sensible to define
the concept rather than give a partial axiomatisation.

Tarski’s Definability Theorems
Now we come to the key theorems of (Tarski 1956). The first
specifies conditions for definability and the second gives a
sufficient condition for conceptual completeness of a theory.

Theorem 2 For any theoryΘ(σ, π1, . . . , πm, ρ1, . . . , ρn),
whereσ, π1, . . . , πm, ρ1, . . . , ρn are all the non-logical sym-
bols of the theory, the symbolσ is definable purely in terms
of the symbolsπ1, . . . , πm just in case the following equiva-
lent conditions hold:

a) Θ(σ, π1, . . . , πm, ρ1, . . . , ρn)→ (∀x[(x ∼= σ)↔
∃y1 . . . yn[Θ(x, π1, . . . , πm, y1, . . . , yn)]])

b) ∀xx′y1 . . . ymz1 . . . znz
′
1 . . . z

′
n[

(Θ(x, y1, . . . , ym, z1, . . . , zn) ∧
Θ(x′, y1, . . . , ym, z

′
1, . . . , z

′
n))

→ x ∼= x′]

Since the symbolsσ, π1, . . . , πm, ρ1, . . . ρn may be of
any logical type, these definability formulae are in general
higher order. However, it follows from basic logical princi-
ples that condition b) can be proved just in case:

c) (Θ(σ, π1, . . . , πm, ρ1, . . . ρn) ∧
Θ(σ′, π1, . . . , πm, ρ

′
1, . . . ρ

′
n))→ σ ∼= σ′

So, to check whetherσ is definable inΘ in terms of sym-
bols π1, . . . , πm, we construct theoryΘ′ which is exactly
like Θ except that all non-logical symbols apart from the
π1, . . . , πm are replaced by new symbols. In particularσ
is replaced by some symbolσ′. Thenσ is definable inΘ in
terms of symbolsπ1, . . . , πm just in caseΘ ∧ Θ′ entails that

4Tarski actually uses the phrasecomplete with respect to its spe-
cific termsrather then conceptually complete.



σ is equivalent toσ′. If Θ is 1st-order this gives a 1st-order
test for definability.

Theorem 3 Every monotransformable theory (and hence
every strictly categorical theory) is conceptually complete.

Proof sketch:5 Let Φ be a monotransformable theory with
Voc(Φ) = {πi} and Φ+ be a categorical extension of
Φ, containing some additional vocabulary including a sym-
bol α and possibly some additional axioms. ThusΦ+ =
Φ ∧ Ψ(α). Appealing to theorem 2c we see thatα is defin-
able from symbols{πi} in Φ+ just in case

(Φ ∧ Ψ(α) ∧ Ψ(α′))→ α ∼= β .

Consider a modelM = 〈D, . . . , πi, . . . , α, α′〉 which
satisfies (Φ ∧ Ψ(α) ∧ Ψ(α′)). This has sub-models
〈D, . . . , πi, . . . , α〉 and〈D, . . . , πi, . . . , α′〉.

We know that(Φ ∧ Ψ(α)) and likewise(Φ ∧ Ψ(α′)) are
categorical so these structures must be isomorphic, modulo
the renaming ofα to α′. But these models also satisfyΦ
which ensures monotransformability. Thus the only isomor-
phism between these models is the identity mapping on the
domainD. Consequently,α α′ must have exactly the same
denotations onD. ThusMmust satisfyα ∼= β. �

Generalising the Definability Theorem
Tarski’s definability theorem as just stated may seem to be
too specialised to have applicability to the kinds of theories
that are typically developed for AI reasoning or are used as
the basis for specifying an ontology. In this section I shall
make some generalisations of the theorem which serve to
demonstrate its importance within a much wider class of ax-
iomatic theories.

Weakening Monotransformability
Theorem 3 applies to theories that are ‘monotransformable’
a property that is seldom if ever mentioned in AI and ontol-
ogy circles. However, it is quite easy to generalise the the-
orem to apply to any theory whose primitives exhibit sym-
metries with respect to model structures. The generalised
theorem is a s follows.

Theorem 4 If all automorphisms on the models of a theory
Θ belong to a classT thenΘ is conceptually complete with
respect to all concepts that are invariant under the trans-
forms inT .

Proof sketch:6 The theorem can be proved by simple modi-
fication of the proof of Theorem 3. As before we consider a
model of a theory containing symbolsα andα′ which satisfy
exactly the same constraining formulae. We again note that
the two sub-models obtained by dropping one of the sym-
bols from the signature are isomorphic modulo renaming.
This time the isomorphism between these sub-models is not

5See (Tarski 1956) for detailed proof.
6A more detailed proof can be obtained by modifying Tarski’s

proof of his THEOREM 4 in (Tarski 1956). Here we need to re-
place the conditionR = I constraining the isomorphism to be the
identity by the conditionR ∈ T .

necessarily the identity mapping but it must be in the class
T . Nevertheless, since we require that the denotation ofα
must be invariant under mappings in this class, we can still
conclude thatα andα′ have the same denotation and hence
thatα is definable.�

This generalisation means that a theory may exhibit a
weakened form of conceptual completeness even though its
models exhibit certain symmetries. For many applications
we will be concerned with concepts that are invariant un-
der certain kinds of transform on their models. For instance
qualitative spatial relationships of the type corresponding
to descriptive terms of natural language (e.g. ‘between’,
‘touching’, ‘inside’) are nearly always invariant with re-
spect to translation and rotation (and usually also re-scaling)
within space. Similarly temporal relations such as Allen’s
13 interval relations (Allen 1981) are invariant under trans-
lation of the underlying time series.

Theorem 4 gives us an extremely powerful tool in de-
ciding what can be defined from what primitives. In order
to decide whether a conceptα is definable from primitives
{πi} we need only consider whether there is some trans-
form, which if applied to any model of our theory would pre-
serve the extensions of all concepts in{πi} and yet would
not preserve the extension ofα. So, for example, suppose
I have a spatial theory based on the primitive of ‘between-
ness’. This primitive is preserved under allaffinetransforms,
which re-scale, rotate, translate or linearly skew the space.
Since ‘convexity’ is preserved by all these transforms, I im-
mediately know that it is definable from betweenness. On
the other hand ‘sphericity’ is not preserved by skewing the
space, so a ‘sphere’ predicate is not definable.7

Contingency, Categoricity and Possible Worlds

The conceptual completeness theorem only has its full sig-
nificance if we are dealing with theories which are either
categorical or are partial axiomatisations of theories which
when completed would become categorical. However, one
might claim that for ontology construction (and perhaps also
for practical reasoning formalism in general) we do not need
or even want categorical theories. After all the state of the
world is largely a matter of contingent circumstance: its
stuff could be arranged in many different ways. Surely each
of these possible states of the world should correspond to
some model of a general ontological theory. Thus the theory
should have many different models: it certainly should not
be categorical otherwise it would limit us to just one world
state. Moreover having a class of possible models is fine

7Here I am assuming that the concept intended as the referent
of α is axiomatisable within the formal system we wish to employ.
If it is not axiomatisable, then clearly it will not be definable. If we
have a theory with an infinite domain then there are an uncount-
able number of possible extensions of concepts. So, if we restrict
our axiomatic system to having some finite representation, then
clearly there are possible extensions that we could never capture
as the extension of a defined (or categorically axiomatised) sym-
bol. It seems to me unlikely that we would ever find a practical use
for theories including partial axiomatisations of such ‘inaccessible’
concepts.



for reasoning, since a valid inference is one that holds in all
models of the theory.

This point is true as far as it goes; but if we consider con-
sider a bigger picture we can see a set of possible models as
constituents of a larger model. In an informal sense, a com-
plete theory becomes categorical as soon as one states that
its models correspond to all and only those structures that
are genuinely possible — i.e. the formal models are exactly
the ‘intended’ models. If this is so, we can conceive of these
possible models as embedded structures within a categorical
super-theory, whose unique model incorporates all possible
states of the world. This gives us a way of examining defin-
ability properties of theories, which are not in their original
form categorical.

In fact this idea can be made fully formal. Consider a
theory Θ(π1 . . . πn) with many models. We shall trans-
form this into a categorical theory,CPC(Θ), thepossibilis-
tic categorical closureof Θ. Each eachn-ary symbolπi in
Voc(Θ) will correspond to a newn + 1-ary symbolπ̂i in
CPC(Θ). This vocabulary of new symbols will be referred
to asVoc+(Θ). The extra argument of the new symbols
is for a possible world operand, so that ifR(x, y) is a bi-
nary relation inΘ, the new theoryVoc+(Θ) will include a
ternary relationR̂(w, x, y), which can be read as: “R(x, y)
is realisedat worldw”.

First, I construct an intermediate theoryPC(Θ), which
contains the combined vocabulary ofΘ andCPC(Θ) — i.e.
has predicates both with and without the additional world
argument.PC(Θ) includes a suitable set of axiomsΘΣ to
ensure that the elements that can satisfy the possible world
argument places of all the neŵπ symbols are disjoint from
those satisfying any other argument places (so the worlds are
distinct sort of entity).

To help describe how the new vocabulary relates to the old
I introduce the following notation. If̂π is ann-ary symbol
in Voc+(Θ) then(π̂↓w) refers to that(n−1)-ary relation or
function obtained by fixing the ‘world’ argument to the value
of w. Thus(π̂1 ↓w) ∼= ξ states formally that the relation,
function or constant denoted byξ is realised at worldw.
Using this notation I definePC(Θ) as follows:

Definition 13 Thepossibilistic closure(PC) of a theoryΘ
is given by:

PC[Θ] ≡def Θ ∧ ΘΣ ∧
∀ξ1 . . . ξn[Θ(ξ1 . . . ξn)↔

∃w[((π̂1 ↓w) ∼= ξ1) ∧ . . . ∧ ((π̂n ↓w) ∼= ξn)]]
∧ ∀w1w2[(((π̂1 ↓w1) ∼= (π̂1 ↓w2)) ∧ . . .

∧ ((π̂n ↓w1) ∼= (π̂n ↓w2)))→ w1 = w2]

Here, the third conjunct ensures that for all possible val-
ues of relation, function, and constant symbols which sat-
isfy the constraints imposed byΘ on its vocabulary, there is
some world inPC(Θ) that realises this valuation. The final
conjunct says that there cannot be two distinct worlds that
realise exactly the same extensions.

ClearlyPC(Θ) contains a unique world corresponding to
each model ofΘ and fixes exactly the extensions of all the
π̂ predicates. However,PC(Θ) is not itself categorical be-
cause it does not fix the extensions of the original symbols of

Θ. I have not found an elegant way to directly construct the
categorical sub-theory ofPC(Θ) that axiomatises just the
newπ̂ concepts. However, we can now specify the formulae
of CPC(Θ) in term ofPC(Θ) as follows:

Definition 14 The categorical possibilistic closure(CPC)
of a theoryΘ is given by:

CPC(Θ) = {φ |PC(Θ) |= φ and Voc(φ) ⊂ Voc+(Θ)}

For any theoryΘ, CPC[Θ] is categorical and hence by
theorem 4 is conceptually complete with respect to any con-
cepts that preserved by the symmetries of its models.

TheCPC construct is satisfactory only if the vocabulary
of the original theory is adequate to specify all relevant dis-
tinctions that could be made between possible worlds. This
construction should not be applied if one wants to allow mul-
tiple distinct worlds realising the same denotations for the
vocabulary of the original theory. Moreover, if such multi-
plicity does exist, there may be scope for adding useful new
primitives that are not definable from the initial vocabulary.

It must be understood that theCPC construct is only an
artificial device to illustrate the fact that theories of contin-
gent properties can be made categorical within a broader
possibilistic framework. I do not suggest that it should be
actually used for constructing practical ontological theories.
Having said this, I do believe that explicit reference to pos-
sible worlds is a reasonable way of modelling contingency
within a categorical framework. But, whereasPCC invokes
heavy meta-level machinery to get a categorical possible
worlds theory, it is much preferable to find a way of spec-
ifying the domain of possible worlds directly within the on-
tology. This will be illustrated below, when I suggest how to
specify a domain of possible worlds appropriate to a theory
of space and physical matter.

Multi-Domain Theories
The conceptual completeness theorem applies to concepts
that are definable by extending the vocabulary of a theory
while keeping the same domain of discourse. However, for
full generality one must also consider the possibility of ex-
panding a theory by adding new domains of entities that are
disjoint with the domain of the original theory. For example,
we might start with a theory of spatial regions and then add a
further domain of time points. One would imagine that a the-
ory which spans both these domains would include spatio-
temporal concepts that could not be defined purely within ei-
ther the spatial or the temporal sub-theory. This is certainly
true and the repercussions in terms of decidability of com-
bined theories of this kind deserve further study. However,
my initial investigations indicate that this expansion may not
be quite as dramatic as one might imagine in that conceptual
completeness of the larger theory will often be regained by
introducing only a small number of primitives that link the
domains. This is because once we introduce relations de-
scribing mappings between several domains we soon reach
enough expressive power to specify an over-arching cate-
gorical theory that can describe all possible combinations of
their structures. Indeed if a domain has a sufficiently rich
structure it may be possible to embed within it the structure



of other domains, so that those domains can actually be elim-
inated from the theory and simulated by definitions in terms
of the embedding domain. For example, in the next sec-
tion we shall see that if possible worlds are defined in terms
of matter distributions in space then the domain of possible
worlds can be simulated by definitions within a purely spa-
tial theory.

Formalising Theories of the Physical World
I now turn to a specific illustration of the use of the defi-
nitional approach to ontology construction by focusing on
concepts that describe the physical state of the world. That
is I shall look at what sorts of primitives and definitions
are needed to formulate theories of space and material ob-
jects. The principal result of this analysis will be to show
that material properties can in fact be definitionally reduced
to purely spatial properties.

Augmenting Geometry with Material Properties

Let us assume we decide to use as the foundation for an
ontology some theory of the geometry of spatial regions.
We could use the classical Euclidean geometry of points
and model regions as sets of points. However it is proba-
bly more sensible to avoid set theory by using a theory such
as Region-Based Geometry(RBG) (Bennettet al. 2000;
Bennett 2001) in which regions are the basic entities. (In
RBG the domain of regions is isomorphic to the set of reg-
ular open subsets of a Euclidean space of some chosen di-
mensionality — typically 3D.)

Suppose we now want to add to this geometry some con-
cept of physical ‘solidity’.Prima facieit may seem that so-
lidity is a property that is independent of purely spatial con-
cepts. After all we can conceive of matter being distributed
over space in many different possible configurations. Thus
one may find it difficult to accept that from a logical point of
view solidity is in fact completely definable from geometry
— it is in some sense a redundant concept.

There are various ways in which we could set up a vo-
cabulary for describing solidity. We might start with the
predicateSolid(r) which is true when regionr is completely
filled with solid matter. The region corresponding to the to-
tal extent of all solid matter could then be defined as the
maximal solid region:

SolidExt(r) ≡def (Solid(r) ∧ ∀r′[Solid(r′)→ P(r′, r)])

Equivalently, and more simply from the point of view of
axiomatics, we could start withSolidExt as a (supposedly)
primitive predicate and then defineSolid by:

Solid(r) ≡def ∃s[SolidExt(s) ∧ P(r, s)]

Here, the primitiveSolidExt must satisfy a uniqueness ax-
iom:

∃!s[SolidExt(s)]

So now the question of whether a notion of solidity is de-
finable from pure geometry reduces to the formal question
of whetherSolidExt is definable in a theory of geometry.

Region-Based Geometry with Possible Worlds
I now consider how to extend the theory of space and matter
along the lines outlined in the last section, by introducing
apparatus for describing the extensions occupied of possible
worlds.

Let us add to the theory two new predicatesReg(x) and
W(x) and make them satisfy the axiom:

• ¬∃x[Reg(x) ∧W(x)]

Thus the domain of the theory will consist of two sub-
domains: regions and worlds. Accordingly we must also
modify the geometrical axioms to restrict their scope to
the point elements of the domain (i.e. we replace∀x[φ] by
∀x[Reg(x)→ φ] and∃x[φ] by ∃x[Reg(x) ∧ φ]).

In each possible world the extent of solid matter will be
some spatial region. To describe this we add a possible
world argument to theSolidExt predicate to get a relation
SolidExt(w, r). To eliminate ill-sorted models this should
satisfy

• ∀wr[SolidExt(w, r)→ (W(w) ∧ Reg(r))]

Relative to a possible worldw, the property of a region’s
being filled by solid is now defined by

• Solid(w, r) ≡def ∃s[SolidExt(w, s) ∧ P(r, s)]

To reason about physical situations we would then use the
following style of representation. In stating general prop-
erties of all possible worlds we would universally quantify
the world variable. Thus the theory of necessary properties
would take the form∀w[Θ(w)]. To state facts about a par-
ticular state of the world we use a common variable for the
world parameter of theSolid predicates occurring in formu-
lae stating these facts. Valid entailments would be those that
(in the presence of the general theory) follow in every pos-
sible world compatible with the premisses. Thus to check
whether a physical factφ follows from some premissesΓ
we would need to verify theoremhood of a formula

` ∀w[Θ(w)]→ ∀w[Γ(w)→ φ(w)] .
Although inferentially powerful, this theory is not cate-

gorical because it does not fix the structure of the domain of
possible worlds. We could of course use something like the
2nd-order axiom used in theCPC transform to achieve cate-
goricity. However, a more down-to-earth approach seems to
be available. We can determine the set of possible worlds in
terms of the relationSolid(w, r) — i.e. in terms of possible
extensions of solid matter.

A simple and plausible constraint one could impose is to
specify that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
worlds and solid extensions, so that: a) every region of space
is the extension of solid matter in some possible world, b) if
two worlds have the same extension of solid matter then the
worlds are identical. This can be formalised by the following
axioms:

• ∀r∃w[SolidExt(w, r)]
• ∀rw1w2[(SolidExt(w1, r)∧SolidExt(w2, r))

→ w1 =w2]

This specification is very attractive in its simplicity. Of
course it is probably too simple. It is doubtful the state of



the world is fully specified by just the extent of solid matter.
However, it seems that a much more refined theory of pos-
sible worlds can be given by very straightforward extension
of this approach: we can divide theSolidExt relation into
a set of different relations corresponding to different types
of matter or perhaps even specify a much more comprehen-
sive theory of matter types. Then we can replace the simple
criterion of possible world individuation by a more detailed
one which characterises worlds in terms the extensions of
all the different matter types distinguishable in the theory.
Thus we would formalise the ‘materialistic’ philosophy that
the state of the world is completely determined by the state
of its physical matter.

Elimination of Worlds
The reduction of possible worlds to matter extensions is a
neat way to achieve categoricity and also shows that matter
can be modelled with little more than geometry. In fact if
we examine the models which would be obtained using this
analysis we see that the reduction can in fact be carried one
step further. The worlds themselves can actually be elimi-
nated from the theory, leaving only pure geometry, within
which the structure of the worlds is simulated.

In the simplistic analysis with just the coarseSolidExt
relation it is easy to see that the domain of worlds is in
fact completely isomorphic to the spatial domain of regions.
Thus, world variables can actually be just replaced with re-
gion variables. In this re-interpretation we would still treat
the extra argument place as if it were a possible world and
use the method of determining entailments described in the
previous section. However, the variable would be no dif-
ferent than any other because the structure of the possible
worlds is simulated within the purely geometrical theory.

If we were to adopt a more elaborate specification of
worlds this encoding into pure geometry would become
more complex. However, as long as the specification ulti-
mately relates to some kind of distribution over space, there
seems to be no obstruction in principle to reducing the the-
ory of matter to geometry.

Conclusions and Further Work
I have advocated an approach to ontology construction in
which definitions play a major role and suggested that an
understanding of the concept of definability can play a cru-
cial in organising the formalisation of a large vocabulary.
The examples in this paper are perhaps too formalistic to be
directly relevant to current ontology building enterprises. If
it is to become more relevant, I will have to do quite a bit
more work building a layer of mid-level concepts upon the
bare geometrical foundation.

The main point I have tried to make is that very expressive
conceptual systems can be defined from a very small num-
ber of primitives. The concepts used in natural language to
describe objects and events seem very far removed from the
simple predicates used to formalise basic mathematical the-
ories such as geometries. However, this does not mean that
one cannot reduce the former to the latter, albeit by means
of layers of quite complex definitions.

One problem that does seriously impede such an enter-
prise, and which has not been tacked in the current paper,
is the pervasive occurrence of vagueness and ambiguity in
natural language. To handle this one will certainly need ad-
ditional formal apparatus that will effect a linkage between
vague natural concepts and the unambiguous but artificial
concepts that can be defined from fundamental primitives.
My favoured approach is to use a form ofsupervaluation
semantics (Fine 1975; Bennett 1998).

These ideas are currently being pursued in a project
entitled Foundational Ontologywhose goal is to estab-
lish a large web-based formal ontology built on defi-
nitional principles and also incorporating supervaluation
semantics. Some details of this project can be found
on the web athttp://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/
brandon/ontology . This site is currently very much
under construction but does contain a significant collection
of foundational theories dealing with space and time.
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